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The extensiveness and diversity of protest in the nineteen-sixties" forced

the re-examination of the scope of rhetorical theOry, focusing attention in

particular upon the distinction be, en persuasion and coercion. Is coercion,

the resort to threat to achieve change, within the province of rhetoric? If '

coercion is a rhetorical tactic, how does it function? And can coercion ever

be moral4y -Alistified?'
_Whin interest- -in coercion has dontinued,'the nineteen-seventies have

contributed a somewhat different direction'to rhetorical theory by fostering

renewed concern with epistemological issues. Foundations have been-laid for

a phenomenological approach to rheth'rical theory. Reality, it is argued,

gains meaning through human symbolic interaction; the definition, interpreta-

tion,'evaluation, and-response to even the simplest sensory events are prb-' ,

foundly shaped by the necessity of humans to shape their view of reality mutu-

ally, through communicative interaction.2 ,

The purpose of this paper is to examine "thought reform," using insights

from a phenomenological view of rhetoric to explain the nature and impact of

this profound form of coercion. This analysis should, demonstrate theutility

of phenomenology in analyzing communication processes, clarify the coercion-

persuasion issue, and reveal the dynamics of one of the most significant forms.

of behavior change that is in use today. After a brief initial definition of

thongb_rgfOrm,:it V/11 be_ possible tPiplace th_study of this phenomenon with-

in the on-going discussion of coercion as rhetoric and of the phenomenology. of

bumin communication, leading fo an analytical description of the'dynamics of

the thought reform process itself. important to note that, although most

of the examples of though p reform discussed 1,0 this paper concern inmates in

Chinese thought reform prisons or "Revolutionary Colleges," analysis of the

process of thought reformlyields important insights about a number of Vestern

institutions including, in particular, movements for social 6i,culturdl liberl-,

tion. ,
,

.

Thought reform, sometimes called "brainwashing," is a calculated strategy

of social action designed to create experiences of dramatic individual ideOlo-

gical conversion through the skillful manipulation of communicative' behavior

$ - on intrapersonal, interpersonal, and public levels. The, practice of thought

...,

. , reform was developed by the, original core of the Chinese Marxist revolution,

1`
under the leadership of.Mao Tse-tung,. Derived from Russian Cotnunipt confession-

5(1

extraction techniques, it has been elaborated into a comprehehgive system .that

thoroughly permeates Chinese society.' Since its formulatiod, various asppcts
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of thought reform have been adapted for use by the Vietnamese National Libera-

tianront, the governments of Cuba and Algeria; and othei-revolutionarkf roups,

-possibly including the Symbionese Liberation Army in the United States.j In

/beds comprehensive form, thought reform has become "consciousness raisine- in

,the'WOmen's and Gay liberation movements,A .

In the past, examination of coercion has concentrated on relatively die-

crete-iistances of threat used to gain compliance with.specifiddemands _:Parke

Burgess offerd the ultima um
otNcoertive communication Ile James Andrews indentifiei the limitation of

"Your money opt, your life" as the paradigm instance

choice,- often through issuance of non-negOtiabledemands, as coercion.5 Others

cite "unreason" as,the defining qualhty of coercion; coercive behavior, they

say, tracks the "seat of intellect" for the "seat of the pants."4 The core of

0ercion as.it, has been dis'cu'ssed by rhetorical ,theorists Seems to rest in the

violation of the freedom of choice of the "victim."

The Basic Process:of Thought Reform.

Thought reform is nOt a discrt e, identifiable instance of threat used to
tt

gain compliance but, rasher, a relatively long- term-process during which threat f"

underlies all experiences. The purpose is not to gain compliance but to produce'

conversion.. An "initiate" in thought reform may not merely'comply with demands

out of fear of punishment; s/he must deve optthe conviction that' the desired

'behavior iaright and become internall otiliated to perform the proper acts.

,:i This process undermines the fundamedtalllistinctioh that has been upheld

between persuasion and coercion, a distinction founded'on thescorkept of "free-

dom of choice." In a statement echoed by other authors, Andrews cited Politi- .

cal scientist Yvei Simon whO observed that,

" litoughly a man is subjected to_coercion when dower originating but- -

',side himself causes him to act or be'acted upon against his inclina-

tion,; . . 'Perbuasion, oil the other hand, is a moral process.

To'persuade.a man is to awaken ip hici a voluntary inclinatjaugard
a certain course of action. CodiCion conflicts with free choice;

persuasion impki7 the operation of free choite.'7

Thought reforurtransforms the-very bases-upon which -choice -is founded; this)

transformation removes the necessity of-lifiarcing" a person'to act contrary,to

his/hey "free choice." It is as if the person faced with-the-ultimaTiai "Your

money or your life," responded with .total honesty, "Take my money, it it as

much yoprs as mine." '(1The.coercion:is not ad hoc, tied 'to particular choices.,

It occurs much earlier and more-deeply. It id not necessary to coerce'a person

to do something if s/he can be coetced,to be the sort of,person who would, by

the operaticheof "free choicei" perform the desired actg.

.
The key questions becomes: what do we Mean by "free choice?q. "Freedom_

of choice"rOften operates as an undefined God-term in discussions of coercion

and persuasion, but its meaning is not without ambiguity. The phenomenological

approach to rhetoric offers some insight into the operation of choice and the

nature of freedom.
The choices of an individual are based upon the 'pattern of'beliefs, atti-

tuded,,values, add norms that constitute his/her "orientation!' to the world.8

This orientation Ja.sained through symbolic interaction with significant othe ;s

overtime. The individual's relationship with "reality" is not dirdtt but is

3.



mediated by symbolicity;one creates meaning through interactions with others
.and with-the environment, itself laden with symbolic significance. ,As BUrke

has observed, we perceive reality through "terministic screens" which shape not
only what we value or desire, but also what we actually' see and believe to con-
stitute reality itself. We live in a universe that .is furidamentilITS-ymbolic.9

Each individual learns to be human by learneing the symbol-using ofs.apar- '

ticular 'Social group. Beconiing a member of a society-consists of entering into
its perspective, adopting its orientation, and consequently 'making choices con-
sonant with those,of other members of the society "Society,,' in this sense',
maybe a family or clan or a larger group. A natAon, such as the United States,
is generally composed of many such societies which share some common "national"
features but also conflict with one another in regard to"other aspects of their
various orientations.10. In this context, "Free choice" means being free to make decisions congruent
witkone's owl). rientation and not beinA compelled to act as'if one held the
orientation of an er social group. :This echoes Simon',s distinction between
persuasion and coerc on: persuasion awakens a "voluntary indlincaton" while
coercion subjects its victim to power originating outside him/herself. The
bases of free choice or voluntary inclination are., however, not entirely 'ind:'-
vidual; they are, an integral part of the orientation'formulated.by the individual '

. in interaction with his/hersocial group.
Thought reform, functions through systematically. rooting out the initiate's

previous orientationandCarefully implanting and,nurturing a new orientation
fostered by a new social group.', The new social group maybe a religious sect,
a political ~group, or an existing social institution such as a mental hospital.

As Edgar Schein observed inCiiiicluding his analysis of "coercive persuasion,"
American prisons, mental hospitals, convents, mobasteries.,k milieu therapy cen-
ters, boarding school:A-and military training -campa utilize proCesses similar
to arose of thought refbrm. The qualities that define these institutions in-
clude separation from previous_aocial relations; de-personalization bj;removal
of identifying markers such as clothing, individual hair styles, and Cosmetics;
attempted imposition of an institutionally sanctioned set of ideas; values, and
norms; compulsion to, perform certain gets and refrain from other's; organization
into small groups for work or therapy; presentation of institutional rewards''
for conformity with the official ideology. g...

'!total -institutions,"-thethe thoughf,"reform processto reflected
in the religious and political conversion experiences .of non-institutionalized
individuals including participants in such social and cultural; liberation move-

, ments as Fe'minism, Black Power, Gay Liberation, and Chicano LiberationAnthony
F. C. Wallace' S dis.cus_sion of the ritual learning-,process, whigh parallels the
hcnightreform 'process, was derived from a crosis-cultural encamingtion of reli-

gious experiences.11 Gerlach and Hine, examining, instances:oPpolitical and,
religious conversion, discovered a similar procesa.12 While such religious and
political conversions generally occur outside. institutions :and:are entirely,,
voluntary, they follow a pattern'thatapproXimates 'systematic thoUght reforms

, and may be experienced, ky. the> initiate, is if they litre. Conducted within 1
total-institution. For the zealous convert,the religious. or political group,
becomes a totally engulfing institution which ,saEisfies personal, so'ial, intel-'
lectual, and spiritual needs. Though the initiate*May not live with the group
and andmay continue to work at a regular job,. .1. Pre-occupied with thoughtsrabout the group and /spends all available time itudyiAg, 'attending
meetingi, talking to fellow members, andengagiro in other ideologically oriented
activities.A3 4

),1
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It is possible that an individual can create.a total institution for him/

herself4intersubjectively, by focusing attention upon ideological group activi-

- ties and by/interpreting all phenomena in terms of the ideology or orientation-

of the key reference group. As-Burke his made us aware, the world exists for

us. only in',the particular way we see it. Our perspective, if we strive to make-

:
it complete and consistent, can become an individualized, adaptable, mobile ,

"total institution:"

Thoroughgoing Thought Reform: The Chinese System .4#

The internal dynamics of the thought reform process,.as utilized in Chinese

sequential stages. Each stage hake-,

relatively clear function and is achieved by specific manipulations of the ini-

.'tiate's Communication environment:14 Each stage will be desoribed_and explained-

in terms of the phenomenological perspective already,outlined.

The first stage in thought reform is pre-learninsu it consists of the indi-

vidual's accumulation of information about the idsatution before becoming a

part of it. If the' individual is" interested in becoming - a Communist or a Petite-

`costal -,'for example; and already has contacts with members of the group, the

.collection ofinformation may he relatively intentional. Oh the other hand,

pre - learning may beentirely incidental, even,systematiCally negative, as in \

the case of American servicemen taken prisoner by the Chinese during the Korean

war or Christian-missionaries imprisoned for thought reform in China:

Ethical evaluation of thought re/Om depends on the nature of the re-

learning- stage. It seems clear that arresting and imprisoning a person in

-order to produce an involuntary conversion experience isImethical", if we

assume agreement about the nature of individual "choice" and the use of "force"

in the conversion experience. It is.a different mattes, hOwever, for an indi-

vidual to choose, on the basis of reasonably complete and accurate information,

to Ilibject him/herself to a potential-.conversion experience. This would appear

to, -be a batter of free 'choice" and quite ethical, even though the conversion

experience, once begun,may be extremely coercive. Such voluntary coercive

experiences are eondoned-even-in a_democraticsotiety such as, ours, attested-by-

the existenceof convents and monasteries, military academies and, Ilthough.

much weakened today, various "secret" societies.
Thofight-refermFbecomes-more intensive with stage two, the annihilation of

identity,the first process that occurs within the confines of the institution

itself.. -

SeparatiOn consists of physical removal from the old environment and total.

.immersion in the new one, as, for instance, in the case of an individual arrested'

and placed in prison with no visitors, no mail, and noaccess to the mass media.

geparationresides in the limitation of channels of communication and control of

the nature of communication within the available channels. Communication outside

the institution ia either not permitted or heavily censored and communication in-

side must serve the goals of the institutiop,'not the indivi 1,

During stage two the individual participates in a.varie of significant

communication processes, including intrapersonal, interpersonal, small group,

and spiaker-audience forms. On an intrapersonal level, the initiate is erequired

to write autobiographies or confessions, including an in-depth analysisof the'

motives for previous behavior, and "ideological life.histories," which might

begin two generations before the individual's birth, Thii process of thotzght. '

and writing makes' the individual increasingly self- 4ware, particularly by

5.
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learning to examine preqious life experiences' from anew "standpoint." The . .

quettioning might expldrethe autobiography, reological commitments, or every--;

lay activities. .

. . .

'Small group communication is particularly significant in the 'thought iefdrm

process' as Wis conducted in China. Every initiate is assigned to a Hsueh Hsi,

or " study group," which will becoMe the primary reference grouP, for all indivi-

dtiaa behavior and will provide co- participants for nearly all activities. Any

behavior, however trivial; is subject)to tou Email, "struggle," or "criticism", .

by all members of'the group,including heavy emphasis upon self-criticism. This

criticism must be basedlupon the standards of the institution: in a monastery.

one might be criticized for speaking too frequently or too loudly; in a Chinese

prison, for_Issing too much space while sleeping as this reveals "imperialist

tendencies. w This study group might read and discuss relevant literature, in-

tldding statements of party officials or revered leaderS, Biblical excerpts, or

other material .depending on the nature of the group. The individual, in. group

discussions, must revlarall,thoughts to the study group and retainno priv1te

-views it thought reform is to sdhceed. .

In addition to intrapersodal, dyadic, and small group communication each

initiate participates in some large groUp communication. These- large sessions

often consist of'lengthy4lectures which forM the basis for subsequent sessions

of group study. '., .

These forms of tommunitation persist throughout the thought refOrM process!

but are especially significant duffing the annihilation of identity stage. The

.-effects seem to be' threefold: First, the process' effectively removes 'previous

interpersonal, upon which,the indivgdal's identity has depended. As

Scheinobserves, "We know ourself primarily 'through others, hente attitudes

toward self must be shared by at least those other's who' are Most important__to
,

.us."-15 . f

For example; an individual thinks of herself as generous; her friedds agree

that she is generous and treat her as they would a generous person, expecting.

.her to behave generously with them and/with.others; their expectation validates

her ownimFt.e0.0oEhat She il_geaeroup: -The-cycle in- confirmatory" -Seas- '-

--1-5iing. Removed from friend.s 'and family and given no opportunity to behave gen-

,erously, however, the segment of identity based'On generosity must begin to dis-'

integrate. She begins to doubt her.owngenerosity. The initiate can be eprived

of the normal social interaction necessary for,his/her sense of himiherSelf and

can-thereby be gradually deprived'of.anyitrong awareness of his/her own identity.

. Second; the limitations upon communication serve annihilation of identity by

renning'previous conteptualtsupport. Besides depriving the trainee of friends

who would support his/hgr old identity, the institution also deprives its.new

. member ofany outsfde,newS, information, interpretation,'or explanation of pub-

.
lic eventathat might confirm his/her oidPattern of thought. The individual

is totally immersed in the infoxmation and interpretation provided .by ttie in- (

/
stitution,'

:
.'Since confirmation'is not availablefor old, ideag, they become vague, are

.'supported with less Confidence, and gradually atrophy. In Contrast, strong:

support-is offered for the new orientation from the study group members'as well

.as institutionarfuhttioaadig-Od-,--eventuallya by the initiate through counter-

attitudinal advocacy. As. numerous Studies ofattitude change haveshown,-social
.

,
prespureis effective.in undermining the deviant beliefs of an isolated indtVi-

dual.lb :And social prissureis multiplied many timesTby the engulfing.natiore of

':the total institution. .
.

,

Third!, annihilation of identity Is furthered by intensifitatich of guilt, ,

,--, '' '

Ik
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as a motive for change. The. individual's autobiographies may form the basiT of

this prdcess as 'study group members and interrogators seek.out inconsistencies

in tbeinitiate's 'story. An illustrative case is provided"by the missionaries

e,. . held in Chinese prisons; these individuals, were committe to the highest Chris -

`r' tian principles yet, when examined'closely, they 'often ound that their lives

had been riddled with contradictions'. An example of th process of "personal

dishonoring' eading .6 guilt is provided by Lifton: , ,

,
. ,

'1 tractor: "Do you believe man should serve others?"

Pr ast: "Yes, of course I' do."

Instructor: you have-a servant in yourmission?"

-Priest: : "Yes, I did."

'Instructor:. "Who Made your bed in the morning and ywept,the floor ?"

Priest: "My servant did this."
.

.
.

Instructor: "You did not live up to your docirine'very well; did Ou;',

Father?"17
;Ip\, ,,

.

Clergymen, of Course, are not alone in susceptibility to'guilt. A9 eytt i,

whether a social system, symbol, system, or systei of ethics, implies-a ad on

of "perfection" or "order." Since humans are symbolvusinganimals, theypare',,

in Burke's terms, . "rotten with' perTection", and ondemned to 'iuilt: ,

. . a draMatistic analysis shows how the _egativistic'principl
f "-

guilt implicit -in thanature of order combines with the-principles OIL"

thoroughness ,(or "perfection") and substitution that are characteris-%4eic--,

is of symbol systems in such a way that the sacrificial principle a IF

,victimage (the "scapegoat ") is intrinsic to humeri congregation. The

intricate line of exposition might be summed up'%hus: If order,"than

guilt; if guilt, then need for redemption; but any such 'payment'lis = :

victimage. Or: If action l then drama; if drama, then conflict; ff

conflict, then'victiMage.10

Guilt can beshandled in a.variety of Oays.: SOme societies are permeated '"

with rituals of expiation for huntitig., fishing, cutting tries, breating taboos,.

;.and other symbolic offenses.19 The Catholic Church offers-relief from, guilt

through confession and penande. BUrki divides the bisi6 methods of purification

into mortification and victimage. :
,

In victimage, guilt is ymbolically or legalistically laden uponla "ideal"

victim who is then ritually expelled from society or slaughtered. Mortifitation',

is a reverse process. The guilty Person blames,him/herself,or some part of .

him/herselil the method of penande is to destroy, symbolically or_ilterally,

the offending part Or.tendency. This symbolic destruction might takethe form

of fasting, prayer, meditation', abstention frbm sex, apilgrimmage, or other

voluntary ;bardahip. Biblical illustrations include "cutting off the hand that'

offends" and offering to sacrifice a biloved'child in self-punishment.20

In thought-reformguilt may be expiatea by oily one prnceis:. mortifica-

tiornWthe old identity. The individual cangain elease from tegbion and- in-

,

9
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4ernal conflict only'by fully confessing'his/her sins, destroying the'orients- A;

tion that was the source of sin, deeply repenting, and committing him/herself

,
to4,:tife of purity,in accordance With, he personal identity and orientation

_
,

'
promulgated by the institution., T.

There 4s often an emotional crisis during the annihilationpl.identity

which ushers in the next stage in reform. the individdal might,brdak down
...,.

.

:totally,uniter the weight'of guilt. Waikerti inforthants described an outbreak ..,, '

of hysteria and sobbipg which soften resulted in a,chain reaction among members_

of a study,group.21 'Similar behavior has been describedin the course of dra-

'I, ma* religious conversion experiences.22 Depending upon the cultural,cdntext,

N . , 4 this'emotiopal crisis might be enacted in hysteria, sobbing, speaking in tongues,

trance,,ecstatic dancing, sexual license, br!other unusual,behavior.23

. The next stage in thought reform is the introduction of a new identity or,

I more accurately, introduction of the base's.for a new organization of beliefs,

attitudes, and values leading to new patterni of social- .behavior. ,

The introduction of a new identity-hap been called2 "suggestion," "fie-Birth," i

,0 andf"changing
.4124 The individual now takes on' a new ofientation based on the

guidance df the institution. This stage has two important components; The

first iathe Internalization of .the ideas which the initiate mustadcept'and

the second is personal identification with an appropriate role model. The

relevant ideas have been hinted or implied during pre-learning and annihilation

: stages,-but they become more explidit indimore meaningful during this third

, stage. The-principles of Marxism, fOr example,. may have been. learned by rote:'

.1
.

'during the annihilation stage in a Chinese prison% After the emotional crisis,

the same ideas begin to take on 'genuine social and personal iignificance.25

t
Beiides being constantly criticized, the 'initiate pow finds help from group

_,..--.. members and interrogators in achieving the new identity., Acceptance of thenew

°.brientationresults in a period of. release, leniency, "harmony, and growth.26

.--
nternalizatiod of the new concepts involves mastering .appropriate linguis-

tic forms and adopting the "standpoine.orthe institution.27 The institutional

symbol system gradually invades'the'subconscious mind, shaping what_may-be

thought as well as-- spoken.28 Those who 'pass through the program "successfully

achieve # "great sense of relief" and,a feeling that "a closer'bond.had been'

1.
establishe*_between themselves and the government."29- '

Adopting the "standpoint" of the institution means that the initiate must

.,7 analyze every situation, even the most mundane, using the basic principles in-

iculcated by ,the institution." In- Chinese thought reform the initiates must

,
adopt the "people's'standpoint," a Chinese version of Marxism-Leninism, in crie

,_ ticizing-his /her atm previous, nunreforied behavior. This'part of the process

AM
is intertwined with the guiltAnd mortification developed in the previous stage.30

_..The'generalized loss of identity and sense of guilt are given precise form and' .

substance by applicatiOn of the "people's standpoint" as itcOmOlex, detailed,

thorough, and harsh ethical'syitam. Every aspect of life is chinged-simply by

changing the perspective from which it is viewed and this change in perspective

is, it seems to-me,'the-conceptual 'core of persuasion that involves dratiatic -

e4ftnie is belief and behavior.- Kenneth Burke offers a useful explanation id

describing,"orientatiop" as the.bitis'Of !'motliration." ;Behaidor, as he observes,

. is .problematic. If the'i endividuas erception of the environment can be re-
is logicallY.-relited( to the. context which it occurs. But t

p

'the context itself

sh4ed. by a processpf coercive'persuasion, then Nigher behavidr will be al- ' ,

fr

ft

Eared to fit the new:scene. Thought reforth has'atruck updn'the same.understand-

4.

ing ofmoiivation. Rather than attempting to change or re-direct the motives of

an individual in a piecemeal fashion, the institution rather pursues a total re-
;

e ar
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definition 'of the scans. Such drimatiC re-orientation necessarily'le4s to a
#

total-alteration ofuntivatlon.
., ,

..The second art of the introduction of a new identity%ttage eerves.to per-

,csonatize further/the new conceptual system, liuistic system, and "standpoint"

through alproclis of interpersonal idetitificaengroni At this point the initiate

_
often selects a relatively ad4anced study group member or an interrogator as a

model-for him/herself: The identification "psychologically trinsi rms these .

'inaimidualt'into highly credible informatiOn sources."31 This id tificatioh

gigtialrrettends to all of the institutional functionaries; as t e prisoner

identifies himself fully with-his captors. ikt thispoint7,,he is happy in .his
-t: t

faith. He has been reborn."32 The initiate-fihallyrcomes to identifrwith they
-. --

--- )
institution itself,o anchor his/her conoelits of Self, others, and society in

the institutional system of thought, and to find great solace in this personal

-idea gication with a.pawerful-and seemingly 'heroiciorce.33* The graduate i's

tratistOresid from engagement in private ideas and acts to total fission with a

transcendent ideal embodied in a powerful institution. This conversion may be,
..: perienced as a deeply religious event, a peak experience, a.myStid tradscen-

f device, or a state of momentary possession -by a supernatural power,depending
------,

.
upon the cultural.context of the initiate.34 It is an Ihstance of profound .

persuasion.
,

r. n.

.' -'

,

VP The final institutional stage of thought reform is the validation. of new

identity., Expurgaiionof the'previous sense of self,, and the introduction-17ra

new identity are.insufficient to congeal the new personality structure;.it must _

be'endorgedie a variety of social actions engaged in by-the initiate. '

As.Mao Tse-tung.wrote in 1937 in an extremely influential statement entitled

"On 4ractice," / X :
.

... .

-Discover the truth. through 'practice, and again through practice

ve ify and develop the truth. Start from. perceptual knowledge and

ac vely develop it into rational knowledge then start from rational

7: -knowl and,acti4ely guide drevolutionary'prectice to change 'both

the subjective and the objective world. Practice, knowledge,-again

.. practice, and'again knowledge. This form repeats itself in endless

cycles, and with each-cycle, tha contentof practice and knowledge "`1

rises to a' higher level. Such.is'the whole of the dialectical-. '

materialist theory of. the -unity of knowing and doing.35, '.

. .

.

.

,

The study,of '!On Practice" and the fervent attempt to fulfill ,its precepts-re-
'-----,... *suit in participation in national campaigns and in o ompetitions,among the -study

groups to rend more,ittudy lOnger, work harder in he fields, or excell in Other

activities. ,
.

.
.

L,. i Practice is, of dourse,,accompanierby
.

continued criticism so
.

that the

learning situation contidues to bethorough and intense. ''Correct" behavior
)

is rewarded with personal pride and teinforcediby social approval.
.; ; \Besides enacting the new ideology; initiates also find validation new

identity in ,the renewal of positive sbciai relations. Because of, their ery.',

Of the new terminology. and "standpoint," the'initiates have a communication
.

.
cods linkea to a "world view" which opens avenues for sharing friendship, com-

panionship,panionship, telling jokes, planning.for the future; and, in general rasuting Ai`

normarsociai7exchange.36'
. ,

. ,1., .the_ final phase of thought reform, maintenance, oontinuitts long as the $... .

inaifte remains a member 'of the flock. .-In China, the reformed individual will ,

- ,
he placed-in a job, will. parOdipate in a stable social support system, and will

. -'''' ,
, A

, . , ,t-
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.. ,
.

1
I:.

1,
J , ,,

join _a new study group which will continue, definitely-toreinforce.the "cor-

reCi" orientation.
., .

.

,

Maintenance is achieved:both by.eUccessful repetitiorNf rouline activities .:

conducted in a "correct manner and 4 participation in occasiondWaramatic epi-
.

spdes of ideologically significant actiVity'auch asnational movements (e.g.
'the "Three Anti," "Hate America," "Sanitatitn.")37,

A number of significant vatiables'influence the probability of permanent,

conversion during thought reform. Some of them are: .

$
*

*whether thought reform was voluntary; ,, r a

*whether the initiate was gskcialliT'ptone to guilt; .ot4

1 *IOW ;thorough and.well-administeted the thought reform proceis was;
*whether the initiate maintained any illicit contact with the outside

world; afid -.,

*whether there were signifiCant'provisions for maintenance
k

after

..release.38.:', . '-
,

.
--, '

. e
e .

It is certafn .that thought reform is an extremely powerful technique on at

least a temporary basis. 4If.suitable circumstance's, including'appropriateMain-

,-,
, tenance are provided, thought reform his profound, longlterm'ffects on the te-,,

. liefe; attitudes, values, and behavior of the individual subjected to it; On d

national scale, thought reform can contribute signifiCantly to,large7scale so-

. eta]; reorganization.
.s.

,'
.

Implications of ThoUght Reform
for the Study of Human CommUnication ,,

.
..

- The study of thought £eform is important to scholars interested in communi.-

!

cation apd social influence not simply because of it undoubted international

political significance but because understanding of thought reform can contri-
bute to our understanding of the crdation and re- creation of identity, whether' 0

within the "normal" confines of the family or in instances of conversion to

religioub and political movements.. . .
.

s
.. z

In-regard to-the definition and ethics of coercion, the si,tudy of thought 1.

reform suggests that the most profound form of coercion is' not that which re-

quires specific; ad hoc'threats of force but, rather; the thorough transforma-. r

,.',..tion of an indiviKal, through long-term coerooion, which changes all of his/her

subsequent behtvior. The thought,reform,proclie.must be considered a coercive
effort to alter identity, though the threat eilliOed.is more subtle than "Your ,Y

money or your life." The threat is that the initiateWill so totally lose his/
-
..

a

t

her identity that s/he will, on a psythological level,o longer exist. As (..
Lifton observes,

.

the initiate istotally cut off from the essential succor affec-

tionate communication and relatedness, withobi-which he cannot sur-

vive. And at the .same time, his increasing self-hetrayal,ssense of

.
guillt,.and his lose-of identity 'all join to estrange him from him7
self -- or at least from the self which helms known-. He can coll..: -.

template, the future with only hopelessness and dread. Literally ',

. , and emptionally, there.lpeemsto be no, escape from this hermetically-

'sealed antagonism.39,
, , .

, . ,-,
. .

The proCess of annihilation of identity results in "one of the mbst, primltive
t
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and. painful emotions known to can,x'the feir 9f total annihilation."40 This ;

threat; which is rdt to the mortallife 'but to the psychological life, is the

.cpercf force behind thought reformir

Tho t reform addcfUllher tOmOleXities to the ethical questions already
..,

surroundA g cciertive.coromunicatiK First though reform makes clear thatin-

dividuels often voluntarily submit themselves to coercive'proceSiea.'. This was
,

true of ny Chinese who Voluntarily ediered."Revoluttonary Colleges" and many

Abericans who enter convents or monasteries.' ,
, .. .

...
.,

.

Second, analysis of thought refdrm raises speculatiott that: we are'aileo=.

ercedto some degree by family, schoOld,Inatitutionarrewards and sanctions, .

l'-` \ and other social forces. We accept these.syste0e, barely recognize their doer- :--.

tive elements, adds '-if we give them'thought, consider them ethical because we

.believe that their requirements are -"for our"own good" as well.aefor.the "good 4

e :..' of society." Because institutional ceercion,is all - pervasive, and is endorsed .,,

by the orifnratiOns of many social groups, most citizen are not conscious,of

alternatives to that which exiats. Without somelamiliaritywith alternatives A

'there.is little reason to question fhepropriety of the manifest "rules of the

game." .Our chariness about- these coercive processes, hew:ever, is, often revealed
.

indirectly, as in the parent-torchild maxim before a spanking: "This is gding

' to hurt-Me more than tt is ou." ..

.

."4Third, while our society"As permeated with subtle forms of coercion, we A,

disapprove only of coercion that is blatant- in its overt threat of force. The. ,

2 .hoodlum with aknife engagei in, coercion and is '"wrong" While the employer with ;-,

, .
powerof,livelihood over hia/herem#loyees engagesin coercion and is "right." / '

,

The difference between these.too.cases resides, fundaMentally,'in.thecgacepf

ot"freedom Of choice." One may say "no" town emplOyer more easily that one 'i

o

may Say "no".toa potential murderer', -Perhaps.. As this analysis of; thought ,

reform has indicated, choices are not made "freely" by individuals alone; they s-

'','' are constrained by-the orientation maintained_by a social group. The'employer's

coercion operates Within and reinforces the,orientation of the existing socictl

while the hoodlum's behavior challenges'it. 'Depending' Upon this orientation, .

thloss of income and the resultingjoss of socialstanding.might be tantamount .

to 'the loss of life. The ultimate threat to human beingst-routinely wielded by

"famiiies, frOnds, and employers, is the threat ofestrangement from social con-.

tact. The loss of reIatedness,is experienced, in extreme instances, as psycholo- 74*"

gicil oreven physical death.- , . .
., .

.

.
It would seem that human,relations, including those'between employer and

. ,

employee or teacher and student; may be notiL4oercive'only when both-parties are'

-open to discussionu-can mutually create,values; and can jointly make choices

"which affect them both.41 Thi.:sort of .egalitarian interaction is extreMely"

rare; most communication includes the.oveit or covert reliance.upon.power to

reach decisioni. .

,
. r

..

.

'Beyond the.global considerations just outlined, theanalysis of coercive

-lpersuasidn.in thought reform makes three specific contributions to rhetoricay ': .

\(

0.,

and coo:sanitation' theory.. First, the process of thought reform, provides, a test,. , "k*

case -of the usefulness of a perspeetive in the study of interpersonal influence':-. '

Traditional concepts.of.4persuasion, such as .the use of reasoniahrguMent and the .

,impaCt of source tredihility, con ute to understanding ofthis instance of ,

persuasion, ..-ExaMination oft unction of communication in the creation of,

,identityand socialq4enfation, however, offers a more thorough and satiefac -.. N.

,tor, explanation. "

is

Second, examination of 'thought zeform.from-a phenomenolOgiCal perspective'

transcends the traditional divisf6ns between theanalyria of interpersonil and
.

,
-

,

JP
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. , c o ,

,
'public communication.. One of tile functions of face-to-face communication may

be to persuade, when accumulited acrosi a large number of people, this bedomes

an instance of mass persnisien. ,More importantly, concepts of orientation,"

%I: motivation, and identity,contribute to the alerstanding ofocommunication pro-

ceasea,regardiess of settingor purpose.: Kenneth turke's rhetorical theory of*

fers as much insight into interpersonal relations as into public communication.

,Third,-and perhaps mbst impareant,-"this analysis suggests that those who

ate'interested id rhetorical' study of-social movements might well begin to." .

examine movements from the "bottom up" as well asfrom the "top"dawni" a move-

mentsoccurs men many, people become converted.to a' new orientation." /liters

havesOught-the causes of this 'conversion, or at leaRit a description Ondits

progress, in-thecommunication behavior of'l ?aders; this hai involved studying

speeches, editorials, pamphlets, and 'other""official" documents. -While this,

.'offets useful information about one aspect of movempnt.communicatkon, one might

get closer'to the human dynamics of social change bY studying, the'individual. .

conversion experiences of members, the functionsof small groups in social move-,

dents,and movement groups aslitotal institutions.'!
.
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place of coercion in rhetorical. theory has-been taken up by a number of

ters. Among the most significant are these: James R. Andrews, "Confron-

ion at Columbia: A Case Study in Coercive Rhetoric," Quarterly Journa

eechN5 (1969), 9-16; Robert M. Browne, "Response to Edward P. 4.;

bett, 'Th'e Rhetoric of the Open,Hand and the Rhetoric of the Closed Fist,!

Contemporary Rhetoric, ed. Douglas Ehniqger (Glenview, Ill: Scott Fores7:

19741 211.-215; Parke G. Burgess, "Crisis Rhetoric: ,Coercion vs.

ee," Quarterly Journal of Speech, 39 (1973), 01-73; Richard1Burke, "Rhe;-

ic, Dialectic, and Force," Philosnphx and Rhetoric, 7 (1974), 154-165;

and P.J. Corbette"The Rhetoric of the Open Hand 'and the Rhetoric of .

Closed Fist," in Contemporary Rhetoric,ed. Douglas Ehninger, 202-210;'

ndGriffini "The Rhetorical Structure of the''New Left' Movement; Parts

Quarterly Journal orSpeech, 50 (1964), 113-135; and Franklyn S. Heiman,'

t Rhetoric of the Streets: Some Legal and Ethical Considerations,"

rterly Journal of Speech, 53 (1967), 49-114.

phenomenological view of rhetorical theory has received its most eaten-

e.treatmentin the following works: -Barry ett, "Some Implications .

'Process' or''Intersubjectivity!:, Postmodern etoric," Philosophy and

toric, 9 (1976), 21-51; Walter R. Fisher, "A Phenomenological Theory of

toric," unpublished manuscript; Pachard B. Gregg, "A7PhenomenologiCally

ented Approach to Rhetorical Criticism," Central States Speech Journal,

(1966), 83-90; Robert L. Scott, "On Not Defining 'Rhetoric,'" philosophy,

Rhetoric, 6 (1973), 81-96; and Robert'L. Scott, "On Viewing Rhetoric' as

stemic," Central States 4peech,poUrnal, 18 (1967), 9-17:

n T. McAlister, Jr. and Paul Mus, The Vietnameie and their Revolution

York:'-Parper and Row, 1970)'; Frans Schutmann, Ideppgy and' Organika-

n in Communist China, 2nd ed., enl.'(1966; Berkeley: Univ. of California

ss, 1968), p. 1;'cOncerning the attempt by the Symbionese Liberation Army

"brainwash" Patricia Hearst, see Los Angelealimes, February 025, 1976,

1 ff; -Los Angeles Time, "Opinion," March 7, 1976, p. 1; and NeW.York.Times,

it 1'6, 1976, -p. 27.

. James W. Chesebro, John F. Cargan, and Patricia McCullough, "The Small

up Technique of the Radical Revolutionary: A Synthetic Study of Conscious''-

s Raising," Speech Monographs, 40 (1973), 136-146; Warren Farrell, "Men:

delines for Consciousness-Raising," 112. (February, 1973), 12-15 ff; Louise

erson, "Communication,Techniques of the Womees -Liberation Front,"

ay's Speech,'21 (1973)' 33-38; and Letty C. Pogrebin, "Rap Groups: The

inist Connection," Ms (March, 1973),-80-83 ff.

rgess, 63; Andrews, 10.,

rbett, Griffin, Maimed. -

rews, 10; Yves Simon, Philosophy of Democratic .Government (Phicago, 1951),

9.

e term "orientation" is,empityed,in this paper as interpreted .by Kenneth _

rke, Permanence and Change, 2nd Tex?: ed. (1954;-Indianapolis:',Bobbs7

mill, 1965), paeularly Chs. I and II.' Burke offers,this definitions.'

"orientation:" "In a general way, we might say that events take charac-

r by a 'linkage ooutstanding with outstanding! (as the outstanding sound-

the bell in linkage with the outstanding experience of the food, Imparted

the bell a food-character for Pavlov's dogs). The accumulatiOn-and inter

rkimg of such character.' is an orientation. It-forms the basis of expec-

nc 11,- for character telescopes the past, laasenti, and future. A sign,
qg
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ch-is here pow, mgy have,got a significance out of the past that makes

4 promise of the:future: Orientation is thus a bundg'nf,judgments as

hOw things,Wereollow,they-are,.and how they may be.' The, ;s of response,

implicated in,the. character which an event has for nsokhois clearly the

eiral relationship between our metaphysics and our conduct. For,ina

tenent as to' how the world is, we .have implicit *merits not only as

how the wOrld'may become but also as to what means we should employ to

e it so." (p. 14). . . . .

rministiq Screens," Language as Symbolic Action (Berkeley: Univl of

ifornia Press, 1966), 44-62. :

Walter R. Fisher, "Reaffirmation and Subversion'of the American Dream,"

rterly Journal of Speech; 57 (April 1973), 160-167.

hony.F. C. Wallace, Religion: An Anthropological View (New, York: Random

se, 1966), 239-242;
her P. Gerlach and Virginia H. Hine, People, Power, Change: -Movements

Social Transformation (Indianapolis: 8obbs4lerrill, 1970), 110-137.

lach and Hine-, 102-109.
r-
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llard Gaylin, "On the Borders of Persuasion: A Psycho-analytic Look at

rcion," Psychiatry, 37 (1974), 1-9; Robert J. Lifton, "Thought.Reforre

Western Civilians in Chinese Communist Prisons," Psychiatry, 19 (1956),

3 =195 (hereafter "Thought Reform'. . ."); Robert J. Lifton, Thought Reform

the Psychology of Tbtalism (New York: W. W. Norton, 1961)(hereafter

ught Reform . . .); Edgar H. Schein, "The Chinese Indoctrination Program

Prisoners Of War," Psychiatry, 19 (1956), 149-172; Edgar H. Schein,

ercive Persuabionr Schumann; Ideology and Organization Ta Communist .-

ina; and Richard Walker, China Under Communism (New Haven: Yale Unl-

rsity Press,.1955).
.

is observation reflects the views of symbolic interactionists such as

ad, Cooley, and Blumer who have described the development of identity

rough the interaction of self and other. See George Herbert Mead; Mind,

lf, and -Society '0.934; Chicagd: Univ. of Chicag5 Press, 1962); Charles

rton,Cooley, Human Nature and the Social Order (New York: -Charles Scrib-

r's Sons, 1922); and Herbert Blumer, Symbolic Interactionism: Perspective

d Method (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1969).

oneering work in this area was done by SOlomon E. Asch, "Effects of Group

ensure upon the ModificatiOn and.Distortion of Judgments," in Groups.,

Edership and Men, ecf. Harold Guetzkow (Pittsburgh: Carnegie Press, 1951),

7-190; Social Psychology (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,

52), 450=501; and "Studies of Independence and Conformity:. I. A Minority
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fton, Thought Reform,' 77.

meth Burke, "Oniluman'Behavior Considered IDramatistically," Permanence
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69), 252-.267.,
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